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ECONOMY

General:  How will rising oil prices effect the economy?  This much is clear:  Oil prices have a strong negative effect on the economy in all oil-importing countries.  But how strong is it?  Will we face runaway inflation as prices rise?  How will stagnant and declining oil availability interface with the current recession?  Will oil prices continue to be as volatile as they have been, and what effect will that have?

“The empirical evidence suggests that a 10 percent increase in the price of oil is associated with about a 1.4 percent drop in the level of U.S. real GDP.  Interestingly, increases in oil prices have no significant effect on U.S. inflation.”

			-- Keith Sill, Senior Economist, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia

Economists estimate that a spike in oil prices drives the economy lower, with a lag of approximately 12-18 months, but has no statistically significant effect on inflation.  In other words, the demand reduction due to a damaged economy overrides the price effect.  We can expect the negative effect of this spring’s price spike to hit in 2009.  Of course, oil is only one factor influencing the economy, though it is an important one.   Sadly, it is likely to reinforce the current recession.

Even more striking, the effect of oil price is “asymmetric”:  History shows that an increase in price generates a big negative effect, but falling prices don’t have a positive effect.  Price volatility is a drag on the economy.  In an energy-constrained world, economic growth will increase demand for oil, driving up oil and gas prices.  Rising energy costs will curb economic growth, reducing energy demand and bringing prices back down in a damaging cycle of volatility.

[Vicious Cycle chart]

Though the inflationary effect of rising oil prices may be modest, the contribution of increasing oil imports to the trade deficit is a major concern.  Because demand for oil is not very price sensitive, demand does not decline as fast as prices go up.  For instance, from 2005 to 2006, the average price of a barrel of crude went up 19.5%, but the number of barrels of oil imported to the US declined a mere .05%.  The total cost of imported oil rose over 19%, though the volume was down.  Another example: in April, 2008, the US balance of trade deficit rose 7.8%, and the increase was entirely due to a jump in payments for oil imports, though the number of barrels was down.  By increasing our trade deficit, rising oil prices put downward pressure on the dollar.

Until recently, the cost of energy has been very low.  The United States Bureau of Economic Analysis calculates that every $100 of GDP required $2.50 of energy input.  Considering how ubiqitous energy is in the economy, this seems surprisingly minimal.  What this tells us is not that energy is unimportant in the economy; indeed, it is vital.  The point is that energy has been very, very cheap.

Despite the volitilty of oil prices, the trend has been and will continue to be upward.  Even at the recent low, the price of oil was 79% above its 2002 level, and 230% above its 1998 trough.  As the price of energy rises, market forces will move us toward more efficiency.  At some point, when the easy efficiency measures have been taken, the economy will begin a painful and protracted adjustment.  When will that be?  It’s hard to predict, given the state of the economy.

The future could see the perfect economic storm.  Expensive and scarce energy and the need for capital to mitigate the effects of climate change will put intense pressure on our financial system.  As the economy begins to recover, rising oil and gas prices will constrain it again.

[Viscious cycle chart]

Even if the economy as a whole is not pushed into an extended recession, there will be dislocations because some sectors will be more strongly impacted than others.  Trucking and air travel will feel the pinch directly.  Food production is also highly dependent upon oil to power equipment and as feedstock for pesticides, and upon natural gas for fertilizer.  Food and personal transportation issues are discussed in separate sections of the report.  Tourism will be affected by rising travel costs, and globalized trade may have seen its apex.

San Francisco:  San Francisco’s economy has historically been extremely vibrant and independent.  Because of its strong trading ties, especially with Asia, San Francisco is less dependent upon the vagaries of the United States economy than many other places.  However, as other economies are damaged by peak oil, San Francisco will feel the effect.   

San Francisco’s economy is powered by three key sectors:

Experience Sector:   The “experience sector” refers to the business of hosting visitors to the city.  Currently, the experience sector employs approximately 72,000 people in San Francisco14, or about 10% of the city’s work force.  Visitors to San Francisco fall into five categories:  foreign leisure travelors, American leisure travelors, convention attendees, visitors staying with friends and family, local visitors, and business travelors.

{pie charts types of visitors, spending}

The spike in oil prices in 2008 makes clear the level of damage to the airline industry that results from high fuel prices.  There is no effective substitute for oil in making jet fuel.  Though it is possible to brew it from coal or from biological sources, this would be too expensive for general use.  In short, it appears that the age of cheap air travel is coming to an end.  Between 1981 and 2006, US passenger air travel tripled.   But now that trend is reversing.  Among domestic carriers, only Southwest, which had largely hedged its fuel purchases against rising prices, had increased flights, as of June, 2008.  In the first five months of 2008, airlines announced fare increases averaging 18%. The trade-off between rising oil prices and growing GDP will continue to put increasing pressure on airline profits and probably result in a continuing downward trend in air travel.

About one in every four passengers at SFO arrives on an international flight.  Fourteen percent of visitors to San Francisco are foreign.  Short term, the foreign visitor trade may benefit from the expected decline of the dollar, particularly relative to the euro.  The euro is a very relevant currency, because the top five countries sending tourists to San Francisco are the United Kingdom, Japan, Germany, France, and Australia.  China may contribute more visitors in the future, as bureaucratic obstacles to leisure travel from China are removed. 

Eventually, rising air fares will force reductions in travel, regardless of  the status of the dollar.  Following just a few months of high oil prices, United Airlines, which carries almost half of all passenger traffic at SFO, cut 17% of its flights.  American Airlines, which carries 10% of SFO passengers, is cut 12%. 

Travel by individual auto will also be increasingly costly.  In short, leisure travel will be one of the first casualties of peak oil.  The market for the remaining travelers will be extremely competitive.

One mitigation will be the probable increase in local visitors.  Of the 16 million visitors to San Francisco in 2007, 4 million came from the surrounding area14.  As long distance travel becomes more expensive, one would expect to have more local visitors.  However, local tourists spend 40% less per visit, and are less likely to stay in a hotel, thus contributing less to San Francisco’s economy.

In sum, the days of affordable long-distance travel are coming to an end.  Though various factors will mitigate the decline, the handwriting is on the wall.  In the post-carbon future, visitors will be primarily local and/or wealthy.  San Francisco is very well positioned to capture a large share of the market, but it will definitely be a shrinking pie.

Knowledge Sector:  Technology, engineering, and consulting are not energy intensive, but they are sensitive to economic trends.  A growing concentration in biotech centered around the new California Institute for Quantitative Biomedical Research (known as QB3) will be fairly independent of economic strains.  San Francisco, in common with many cities, is attempting to develop a local green energy business sector.

As energy decline progresses, tax revenues to fund research may fall off.  Capital expenditures could also be down.

Financial Sector:   In common with most cites, San Francisco is dependent on exports to pay for the food, energy, and goods it needs.  San Francisco’s premiere export is financial services of various kinds.  Securities sales and banking services make up 40% of the city’s export earnings.  As we know, this sector has been hit hard by US economic woes.  Even when the financial markets begin to recover, a continuing loss of confidence in the dollar is likely.  

Both the financial sector and the knowledge sector are dependent upon regular interaction with the rest of the world.  As physical travel becomes more expensive, high-speed, reliable internet connectivity will become even more vital than it is today.  To keep our service sectors competitive, San Francisco needs to make this a priority.

International Trade:  Many commentators believe that rising oil prices will cause international trade to decline.  Since both water and air freight are dependent on oil, this will eventually happen - how soon is unclear.  Since the end of World War II, the cost of air freight has fallen precipitously, while the cost of water shipping has risen somewhat.  The introduction of containerized shipping was expected to lower costs, but that has not happened, though it has reduced the influence of the highly unionized dock workers.  

Going forward, the trend of relative cost of  air and water shipping will reverse.  Air freight will surely decline rapidly, because its fuel use per ton of cargo is approximately thirteen times as high as that of water freight.  International air freight is less than 1% of trade by weight, but one-third by value.

Though there is no theoretical reason why it should be so, 80% of all international shipments have transport costs of no more than 4% of value24.  As long as there are huge differences in labor costs between countries, most trade will be relatively insensitive to fuel price changes.  This is a result of the extremely low cost of energy.   A study done in 2006 estimated that shipping costs would need to rise by at least a factor of ten before transportation costs would be the limiting factor on trade24.  Shipping costs have been so low that the economic literature is full of papers questioning why there is not more international trade.

Oil tankers are one of every four large trading vessels31, and the third biggest commodity import processed through the Port of Oakland.34  (Beverages are number one.)

The march of globalisation has involved not only increasing shipments of finished goods, but also international sourcing of components.  This not only multiplies the effect of rising transportation costs, but makes the use of  air freight vital to the current system of “just in time” inventory.  “Just in time” may very soon be unmanageable.

The vast majority of San Francisco’s exports are services, which will be relatively impervious to fuel issues, except as oil and gas prices impact the general economy.

San Francisco is reliant upon truck transportation from Oakland and other international ports to receive nearly all imported goods.  Peak oil is an opportunity for local goods to be increasingly competitive with imports.  Relatively high-value items which are air-freighted will be particularly impacted.  


City Revenues: 

{pie chart of city revenue sources}

 The biggest single source of income to the city is property tax revenues, currently one-third of the total.  Property taxes move with real estate prices.  It seems likely that rising fuel prices will lead to an influx of new residents escaping the car dependence of the suburbs, so expect this source of revenue to rise.  In the past year, San Francisco real estate values have gained as much as 40% in value relative to suburban real estate.  (Suburban values have fallen, while San Francisco has held steady.)

On the other hand, transfers from the state and federal governments are already falling, in response to fiscal troubles there.  It remains to be seen what the federal government will do in the way of fiscal stimulus.  For now, the loss of this revenue is pinching the city’s budget.

The San Francisco Convention and Visitors’ Bureau estimates that its industry generates $473 million in city tax revenues, 18% of the total city budget.  This is comprised of sales tax, payroll tax and hotel tax, including transfer tax on sale of hotels.  This revenue source will decline, as the composition of visitors becomes more local.

Meanwhile, as revenues fall, urgent needs for infrastructure projects to cope with the coming shift in transportation modes will require massive capital investment.  The Municipal Transportation Agency will especially need funds to prepare for an influx of passengers.  There may be Federal funds available as part of the stimulus package in 2009.

Long term, the city’s fortunes are tied to the future of the region, state and nation.  The better  San Francisco prepares itself for the era of expensive and possibly scarce energy, the more people will be attracted to it, and the better it will fare as a metropolis.

San Francisco International Airport (SFO):  The airport was expecting significant growth.  It is in the process of revising its plans.  Following the construction of the new international terminal, the airport has $3.8 billion in bond debt.  SFO is required to achieve a balanced budget.  The main source of revenues is landing fees, which are based on tonnage landed for both cargo and passenger travel.  Cargo traffic is a minor part of San Francisco’s revenues, less than 6%.  Air cargo is split pretty evenly with Oakland Airport.  Through June, 2008, SFO has not seen a decline in landing fees, as international flights have held up, and 2008 saw  three new carriers begin service from San Francisco.  

The renovation of Terminal Two is in the early stages.  Terminal One is also slated for major rebuilding.  This project should be reconsidered, given the uncertain future of air travel.

If air travel undergoes the protracted decline we expect, the airport will be in the unenviable position of needing to raise landing fees to cover debt payments and other expenses, even as airlines struggle to survive.  Currently, the airport pays $22 million into the city’s general fund each year.  This payment is calculated as a percentage of the airport’s revenue, which may decline.

As air travel becomes increasingly a luxury affordable only to the wealthiest elite, it will be increasingly difficult for SFO to manage its debt.  In the worst case scenario, CCSF may be called upon to bail it out in order to avoid default.

Port of San Francisco:  The Port of San Francisco is an enterprise department of the city.  Like the airport, it is required to be financially self-supporting.  Most of its annual revenue of $60 million is from lease revenues.  It has little ability to issue bonds.  The Port has prepared a $1.5 billion capital plan, much of which involves strengthening the substructures of the piers.  Two-thirds of this plan are unfunded.  Several piers have already crumbled into the bay.  Funds will be difficult to find to develop the port’s commercial and industrial potential, but it must be done.  If the Federal government makes capital available for infrastructure improvements, this would be an ideal use of such funding.

**Recommendations**

E-1:  Consider rising energy prices when evaluating potential policies and legislation.  San Francisco uses a purchased econometric model of the city’s economy.  In this model, energy prices move with general inflation.  In fact, the model cannot consider fast-rising energy prices.  The increase in the price of crude oil has averaged over 25% per year since 2002.  The model needs to be upgraded to be more realistic.  If the model cannot be revised, then a separate calculation needs to be made when evaluating the effect of potential legislation.

Quite aside from the use of the econometric model, evaluations of policies and plans generally do not adequately consider energy use.  San Francisco has a plethora of commissions and agencies, nearly all making plans based on past energy prices.  This was a reasonable thing when energy was cheap.  That assumption now needs to be changed.  All city plans need to include a section explicitly assessing the effect of expensive and scarce energy.

E-2:  Look for new revenue sources that encourage conservation.  Enact a carbon tax, but not as a replacement for the payroll tax.  There has been talk of a carbon tax as a replacement for the payroll tax.  San Francisco will face declining revenues from the hotel tax and from state and federal revenue-sharing.  MTA will need large infusions of cash to cope with increasing ridership at a time of rising fuel prices.  This is no time to eliminate taxes.  San Francisco will be an attractive location for businesses, even with the payroll tax, and we would be foolish to eliminate it.  Politically, it would be difficult to enact a carbon tax large enough to be a major revenue source, though we should attempt it.

Another possibility would be to set a floor under gasoline and diesel prices in the city.  If the market price of vehicle fuels dropped below the floor, the difference would go toward public transit.

Other possible revenue sources include:  variable parking charges, city car tax, congestion pricing tolls, impact fees on new parking spaces and garages.

E-3:  Prioritize high-speed internet thoughout the city.  As physical transportation becomes more expensive, electronic transmission of data will be necessary to maintaining our economic functionality.  A well-functioning broadband network will facilitate telecommuting, virtual conferencing, and so on, to replace face-to-face communication.  Overnight letter and package services will fast become impractical due to rising air freight costs, so without an efficient on-line “shipment” system, productivity will be constrained.  This will be extremely important to San Francisco, with our location on one coast and many overseas customers.  The proposal to lay fiberoptic cable each time a street is dug up should be seriously considered.

ET-4:  Develop the southeast waterfront to take advantage of the coming rise in short haul water freight.  As discussed above and in the Transportation section below, the redevelopment of the port is both a challenge and an opportunity.  Should Federal infrastructure funding become available, this project is ideal for submission.  It needs to be a priority.

ET-5:  Enlarge the railway tunnel giving access to the port.  Formulate a plan to build a modern freight rail facility in San Francisco.  A modern city needs a modern freight rail yard.  The inadequate size of the current tunnel is a choke point for our ability to replace trucks as virtually the only method of moving goods into San Francisco.  Fixing it is the first step toward a functional freight system.  Federal funds could become available for this sort of infrastructure improvement.  Our plans need to make it a high priority.

Beyond the enlargement of the tunnel, CCSF needs to formulate a plan to revitalize rail access to the city.  When oil and gas are prohibitively expensive, electric rail will be the major cargo transport mode.  Cities and regions with well developed rail will be at a competitive advantage, but such development takes time.  Start now.

ET-6:  Shelve plans to improve or enlarge SFO.  While the airport is busy today, its future prospects are murky.  Upgrades to the airport could fall into the category of orphan projects.  The best plan is to wait and see, because improvement funds probably would be better spent elsewhere.  Should science create a miracle fuel to keep air travel affordable, then and only then would be the time to move ahead with any large projects.


V)  Food Security

{to come}

VI)  transportation

A)  Passengers

B)  Freight:  Freight hauling will certainly be profoundly impacted by rising fuel prices.  According to the 2002 Commodity Flow Survey23, 40% of domestic ton-miles were shipped by truck, 40% by rail, 9% by water, and 0.2% by air.  These figures are misleading, however, since 44% of rail tonnage is the shipment of coal.  Other than coal, trucking dominates cargo hauling in the US.

{pie chart with and without coal}

Waterborne transport is about 20% more energy efficient than railroad transport, which in turn is about eleven times more energy efficient than truck transport27.  There is some dispute as to the exact efficiency difference between water and truck transport, but it is certainly an order of magnitude.  Energy has been so cheap that trucking’s flexibility has been more valuable despite its far higher energy cost.  Truck transport trips are shorter on average than rail or water trips, and its cargo less dense.  For long distance air or water shipping, liquid fuels will be very difficult to replace as the source of power.  

Within the US, it will be very, very difficult to move away from trucks, because our entire infrastructure is focused on roads for moving most goods.  Though energy efficiency will become much more important, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to move a significant portion of freight from truck to rail.  One rail analyst asserts that the nation’s 140,000 miles of rails cannot handle even an increase of 25%28.  In addition to that, many cities and towns, San Francisco among them, have removed or drastically curtailed their freight rail capacity.

In contrast to our counterparts in Europe and Japan, the US has allowed its rail system to fall into disrepair.  Europe and Japan have not only invested in rail, but in electric trains, which will give them fuel flexibility. Europe also has an extensive system of river and canal cargo routes.  The United States will be at an ever greater competitive disadvantage as fuel prices increase.  Major investment will be needed to keep our rail system functional, not to mention efficient.

San Francisco is marooned at the end of a peninsula, with virtually all cargo arriving by truck.  Even air freight is trucked up from the airport.  The water that was once San Francisco’s reason for being has become a barrier to efficient freight transport.  The one exception is the import of bulk aggregate (gravel) by barge to pier 80.  Nearly all material exports also leave by truck.  Thus, the city is very vulnerable to the increasing cost of diesel fuel.

Water transport; Port of San Francisco:  Because of the fuel efficiency of water transportation, we can expect a mode shift in the transportation of goods.  “Short sea shipping” will likely make a comback.  Already the U.S. Maritime Administration is sponsoring a public-private cooperative venture to promote a coastal marine highway connecting Oregon and California.  Iin the future, food may be shipped to the city from the Central Valley or the Willamette Valley by water.

The port of San Francisco consists of  “finger piers” and other industrial piers, which are not well suited for intermodal (container) shipping Today, there are 39 piers remaining.  Between the gradual de-industrialization of the city and the rise of containerized cargo, the industrial potential of the port of San Francisco has long been neglected, and many, though not all, of these piers are in disrepair.  Oakland is in a better geographic position to handle multi-modal freight, but there is a strong possibility that short-haul coastal and river shipping will increase significantly in volume, reviving the fortunes of the Port of San Francisco.

Certain piers especially deserve a closer look.  Pier 70 is the largest floating drydock on the west coast of  the Americas, and plans are underway to renovate and enlarge it.  

Pier 80, the breakbulk (pallet) cargo terminal, has tremendous potential.  It is a deep water pier with on-dock rail access.  It is also home to a complex of historic Victorian-era brick industrial structures.  Similar structures have been developed by other cities as tourist attractions, while remaining working ports (Hamburg, for instance).  Combined with the potentially interesting local neighborhood, the city might consider developing the area as a tourist attraction, as well as strengthening the understructure of the pier.

Piers 90-96 house the city’s recycling facility.  San Francisco’s two biggest water-shipped exports, hay and used paper products for recycling, are loaded here.  This pier complex also presents the port with an opportunity, for it has considerable open space, and like Pier 80 is accessible by rail.  In order to develop it, its support system will need to be strengthened to accept more weight.

The coming rise in shorter distance sea shipping is a great opportunity for San Francisco.  It is vital that San Francisco preserve and renovate its available piers, particularly Piers 70-96, in order to exploit this potential competitive advantage.

Rail transport:  A related issue is the situation of freight rail into and out of San Francisco.  The only remaining freight rail line into the city comes up the peninsula, sharing track with Caltrain, before turning east toward piers 80 and 90-96.  It runs through a tunnel that is too low for modern freight rail operations.  When Caltrain electrifies its trains, the electric lines will be overhead, making the problem even worse.  If we don’t wish to be utterly at the mercy of  rising truck shipping costs, San Francisco needs to prioritize enlarging this tunnel, which will both enable modern freight rail and make our port more functional.

ET-4:  Develop the southeast waterfront to take advantage of the coming rise in short haul water freight.  As discussed above, the redevelopment of the port is both a challenge and an opportunity.  Should Federal infrastructure funding become available, this project is ideal for submission.  It needs to be a priority.

ET-5:  Enlarge the railway tunnel giving access to the port.  Formulate a plan to build a modern freight rail facility in San Francisco.  A modern city needs a modern freight rail yard.  The inadequate size of the current tunnel is a choke point for our ability to replace trucks as virtually the only method of moving goods into San Francisco.  Fixing it is the first step toward a functional freight system.  Federal funds could become available for this sort of infrastructure improvement.  Our plans need to make it a high priority.

Beyond the enlargement of the tunnel, CCSF needs to formulate a plan to revitalize rail access to the city.  When oil and gas are prohibitively expensive, electric rail will be the major cargo transport mode.  Cities and regions with well developed rail will be at a competitive advantage, but such development takes time.  Start now.

ET-6:  Shelve plans for major projects at SFO.  While the airport is busy today, its future prospects are murky.  Upgrades to the airport could fall into the category of orphan projects.  The best plan is to wait and see, because improvement funds probably would be better spent elsewhere.  Should science create a miracle fuel to keep air travel affordable, then and only then would be the time to move ahead with any large projects.



